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Introduction
This review explores the usability of the Nationwide 
Building Society website to find the amount you can 
borrow for a mortgage and a 5 year fixed rate product.

With a primary focus on user-friendly interfaces and 
efficiency, areas have been highlighted where usability is 
good or can be improved. Accessibility has also been 
reviewed to ensure inclusivity for prospective 
homeowners with disabilities.

Test date: August 10th, 2023
Desktop device: MacBook Pro, macOS 13.41
Desktop web browser: Chrome 115.0.5790.170
Mobile device: iPhone 12, iOS 16.6
Mobile web browser:  Safari 16
Tablet device: iPad Pro 11, iOS 16.0
Tablet web browser: Safari 16



Clear list of the details required to fill in 
the form, a rough indication of completion 
time and the number of steps.



Form fields appear as details 
are entered, making it easy to 
focus and make decisions.

A get results button has appeared 
but clicking it early results in errors.



Links to view mortgage rates at the 
end of the process and get a more 
detailed decision in principle.

The calculator does not take into 
account fixed outgoings, which will 
likely significantly impact on borrowing.



Clicking “View mortgage rates” has 
started a completely new process.



A lot of duplicate information is 
required that has already been 
entered on the borrowing calculator.



Easily change your property 
value and loan amount to see 
different products.

A results counter would be useful 
and the LTV written on the 
product panel for clarity.



Good way to review fee options 
without multiple product panels.

Ability to show/hide full product 
details within the list of results.
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TASK COMPLETION TIME



Accessibility
1 in 5* of us are affected by disability at some point in our lives that can prevent us from 
accessing information online. It's vital that websites are accessible as it ensures equal 
access, inclusivity, and usability for all users, promoting a barrier-free digital experience.

Explain the details required to 
completed the form

Dynamic questionnaires based on 
selections

Instant form field validation

Assistance for acronyms

Suitable colour contrast Screen reader friendly 

Descriptive link names Mobile & tablet friendly

*Source: Gov.uk, Family Resources Survey: financial year 2018/19

This accessibility review uses WAVE, a web accessibility evaluation tool developed by WebAIM.org. WAVE 
facilitates human evaluation and aligns with the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.1 guidelines. 
Mac VoiceOver is also used for screen reader testing to validate findings identified by WAVE.



Source: NN/g, World Leaders in Research-Based User Experience*

85% of UX problems can be 
found by testing with 5 users*

Need help with UX?


